BECKER ARENA PRODUCTS
PAPER LINE MARKING KIT
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Start by building initial sheet up to normal level for ice painting. Note: Ice sheet
is normally colored white at this time. Dry shave the ice sheet with your ice
resurfacer for a smoother finish.

STRAIGHT LINES
1. Using a chalk line and tape measure, measure and mark all 12” and 2”
lines on the ice.
2. Roll out the 12” wide paper onto the ice along the chalk line. Follow paper
roll with a wet paint roller, pressing the paper onto the ice. Dip the roller
frequently in HOT water to keep it wet. NOTE: It is very important to use
HOT water and thoroughly saturate paper lines.
3. Once the paper line is rolled completely across the entire width of the ice,
repeat the rolling procedure using more HOT water on the roller.
4. After re-rolling procedure is completed, spray down the entire line using
weed type sprayer, or a water hose with a fine mist nozzle. Allow water to
freeze over lines. Repeat if necessary before flooding with large hose or
resurfacer.

GOAL CREASE LINE
5. Find the center point of the rink on the 2” red goal line. Using a scribe or
similar device scribe a 6’ semi circle for the goal crease. Then follow the
scribed line with the 2” paper again following the paper with a paint roller
and HOT water following steps 2, 3 & 4.

FACE-OFF CIRCLES
6. Measure the ice to pinpoint the exact location of the face-off spots (24”
red circles) Use this point to scribe the circles. Apply the 2” red lines
following the scribed circles and again following steps 2, 3, & 4.
The 2” paper will fold slightly towards the inside of the line. Do not be
concerned about this as it will not affect the appearance of the lines once
the final layers of ice are applied over the lines.

7. Once the 30’ circles are in place tear out the perforated half moons from
the 24” red face-off dots and apply them and all the 2” red lines using
steps 2, 3, & 4.
8. Special logo lettering or designs may be added to the ice surface at this
time, using paper or paint following the same procedures.

ATTENTION: DO NOT WET PAPER ROLLS
IMPORTANT: To assure complete setting of all lines you must use HOT water
and thoroughly saturate the paper material. After the paper has frozen into the
ice it is important to seal the lines with a fine mist 2 to 3 times. Failure to follow
the above procedures may result in air pockets developing around lines.

FLOODING
9. After all lines have been completed, your ice may be flooded. First with
the hose, then by using your ice resurfacer.

REPAIRING DAMAGED LINES
10. Apply the proper width paper lines to the ice using installation steps 2, 3,
& 4. Apply water with a hose to build the ice back up to the correct level.

PROPERLY MAINTAINED,
YOUR PAPER LINES WILL LOOK GOOD ALL SEASON
LONG

